PREFACE TO THE
PEREGRINE EDITION
this book was first published in 1925 in the History of Civilization
series edited by C. K. Ogden, the inventor of basic English. It was at
once seized upon as a contribution to the controversy over the early
stages of the Industrial Revolution; did they bring exploitation and
degradation to the working classes, or a rising standard of living and an
improved status? But London was becoming less, not more, industrial
as the century went on, and though it had its troubles they were not in
general those of Oldham or Manchester. To quote a review by J. L
Hammond: the Industrial Revolution 'was like a storm that passed over
London and broke elsewhere'.* In fact, it gave London, like other
places, the iron beds and cheap cottons that helped to defeat typhus.
Economic historians have now generally (but not universally) agreed
that the standard of living rose in the early nineteenth century. But this
cannot decide a controversy that depends on a conflict of values, is
bedevilled by myth and passion and politics, overshadowed by sinister
developments, and remains surprisingly untouched by the universal
recognition that only industrialization can raise the standard of life in
backward countries. Where London Life is directly relevant to the con-
troversy is not in showing that conditions fa London improved (as they
undoubtedly did), but in examining the domestic or putting out (home
work) system, on which many London trades depended, a system seen
too often through rose-coloured spectacles and contrasted with the
horrors of the factory.
In reconsidering the book after many years' study of the period from
other angles, the author is struck by a seeming paradox: the extreme
disorderliness of London - the dominance of the mob (Fielding's
'Fourth Estate') - the chaos of local government, and yet, beneath the
turbulence, an essential orderliness (always excepting the criminal
underworld); an orderliness discoverable even in that climax of
* New Statesman, 21 March 1925.

